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Three keys to 111-106 loss to Knicks 

By Chris Vivlamore 

NEW YORK -- A look at the three keys elements of the Hawks’ 101-106 loss to the Knicks Saturday: 

Turnovers: They killed the Hawks. Twenty-seven times they turned the ball over - a season high 

bettering the 24 they committed against the Heat Nov. 9. The turnovers, which included 14 steals, led to 

36 Knicks points. The Hawks had more assists, rebounds and shot a higher percentage. Yet the loss the 

game in part because they took 21 less shots. 

 

"We spotted them a lot of fast-break points and a lot of opportunities that doomed us," Lou Williams 

said. "Twenty-seven turnovers, that’s huge. You are not going to win basketball game at any level with 

27 turnovers. 

 

“A lot of them were unforced. I saw five where we just threw the ball out of bounds. Just not a good 

basketball game. We just didn’t put a good basketball game together.” 

 

Carmelo Anthony: The Knicks All-Star did in the Hawks again. He had a game-high 35 points on 13 of 22 

shooting. The Hawks tried different combinations on Anthony but he responded to each. 

 

"We made shots - that always makes life easier for everyone," Anthony told reporters after the game. "I 

think everybody contributed. There was a time when I had it going. There was a time we switched it up 

and (Andrea) Bargnani had it going. Tim (Hardaway Jr.) played extremely well. Everybody just played 

well tonight." 

 

Toughness: Yes, the Hawks were playing for the second straight night after an overtime win over the 

Wizards in Atlanta. The Knicks were on the second of back-to-back games too. Kyle Korver perhaps 

summed up the Hawks' issue best. 

 

“I thought we came out just going through the motions like we’d been in an overtime game last night. 

We’ve got to find some more toughness. It was a tough game last night. It was a late night (flying to New 

York). We’ve got to come out with better energy. 

 

“You have to develop it. You have to talk about it as a team. You have to hold each other accountable.” 

 

 

 

 

 

 


